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THE PROBLEM
51.1% of users open the light box form on the landing page, but only ~4% 
completed the form. The light box feature generated the largest user 
dropoff on the entire page.

THE SOLUTION
A/B test different ways of building value around the form submission using 
specific benefits, imagery, and personal connection.

THE RESULT
117% lift in conversion rates on form submits (from 4.5% to 9.8%). Their Facebook 
Video View campaign went from a $41.22 CPL to $18.74 CPL and their Video Con-
version campaign went from $9.15 CPL to $7.04 CPL. Lower costs led to additional 
distributors signing up, which then increases the number of qualified distributors. 
They are paid based on the number of qualified distributors and the amount of 
product they sell.

JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Derek Peterson | Manager: Brandt Whiting

Sales: Daryl Klingaman | Design/Dev Resources: Joe Broderick

"Our Video View campaign and our 
Video Conversion campaign brought in 
more qualified distributors which were 

were looking for. Things are
looking pretty good."

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+117%
increase in conversion rates



�+30%
conversion rate increase

THE PROBLEM
We had already hit all our current goals. But as any business owner, they wanted to 
know what the next steps they should take in being able to take their business to 
the next level.

THE SOLUTION
Did competitor reseserch and cost analysis of running ads after hours.  Created 
after hours campaigns with updated ads and info. Executed these to maximize 
results.

THE RESULT
Hired a call center to field overflow calls they could not get to, as well as after-hour 
phone calls. This based on consistently getting them over 30% conversion rates 
with cost per leads under $16.

JANUARY - JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Lui Castro | Manager: Brandt Whiting

Sales: Greg Judd | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodruguez, Jon Furner

 “Working with Disruptive has helped 
give us the ability and desire to expand 
our business operation and now we are 
testing an after-hours strategy. This in a 
effort to see if we can take our business 
to the next level and continue to grow.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL



�

THE PROBLEM
They wanted a dashboard that was easy to access, read, and to present to board 
members who make financial decisions who do not have a marketing background.

THE SOLUTION
We created an easy to use, access, read, and interactive Google Data Studio report 
that could be accessed from anywhere, and able to literally present at a moments 
notice without having to build extensive power points or spreadsheets. 

THE RESULT
The client raved about how useful this report was for them. They were able to 
save months worth of time in trying to gather and decipher data and then present 
their findings to their executives. With a shortened time, they were able imple-
mented new strategies sooner. Decisions and strategies which have increased 
online revenue from $10,354.97 in May, $11,262.04 in June, and are on pace to 
eclipse $11,400 for July, 2018.

APRIL - JULY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Kevin Manning, Lui Castro & Richard Carey 

Manager: Brandt Whiting | Sales: Kevin Manning
Design/Dev Resources: Joh Furner & Richard Carey

"Without question, this dashboard helped Bobcat 
understand not only their business better, but their 

online customer and website performance.  The 
ease to readability and presentation function of the 

report was exactly what they were looking for. 
Armed with this knowledge they have made 

decisions that have seen revenue increase month 
over month over the course of the last the months"

Michael Pierce & Kyle Neiss | Odney

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

increase in online revenue
+8.76%
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THE PROBLEM
Screen real estate is very important on a mobile site. On the product pages, there 
were a lot of potentially distracting elements that were using up the lucrative space.

THE SOLUTION
By removing some of the distracting elements, i.e. the social share logos, the focus 
is kept on the client website and their products rather than social platforms.

THE RESULT
We saw a 12.4% increase in Conversion Rates which resulted in a monthly 
impact of $16,153 and a yearly impact of $193,834

JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Hannah Morrison

Manager: Cory McEwan  |  Sales: Daryl Klingman

+12.4%
lift in conversion rates

 “Great company- we have loved working 
with them. They're very up front about 

results and have always done what they said 
they would. We've had a lot of success with 

them. I highly recommend Disruptive for 
anyone looking for assistance with paid ads!”

Melisa Ghersi | Digital Marketing Director
Black Clover Hats

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
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THE PROBLEM
As Get Away Today redesigned their website they wanted to understand how their 
changes were going to impact their audience. They also wanted to validate the 
drastic redesign that they were making to their site. 

THE SOLUTION
We methodically tested each change they were going to make on their new site by 
applying it to their old site template and measuring the impact on user behavior. 

THE RESULT
During the testing period, we identified that some of their changes were making 
amazing differences in conversions rates, some positive and some negative. We 
were then able to apply these learnings to the new site and confidently launch 
having tested each change. The changes resulted in over $400,000 increase in 
monthly revenue. 

APRIL 2018
Marketing Consultant: Kolby Dayley | Manager: Jenny Jordan, Chad de Lisle

Sales: Daryl Klingaman | Design/Dev Resources: Alison Otting,
Stephanie Jelalian, Joe Broderick

We have loved working with our team at Disruptive 
Advertising. They have helped us increase conver-
sions and are incredibly communicative. By using 

their results from A/B testing, we have learned 
valuable lessons about our audience and been able 

to make changes to our site as a result of these 
learnings. Through the changes made we seen 

incredible revenue increases that have made the 
choice to work with Disruptive a no-brainer.

Kimberly Fidler
Internet Marketing Director | Get Away Today

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$400K
increase in monthly revenue
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THE PROBLEM
Conversion rate on the product page was only .86%.

THE SOLUTION
After reviewing all options to increase conversions, we decided that testing 
different calls-to-action on the product pages would be most effective.

THE RESULT
Increased conversion rates by 200% from the product page, resulting in a 
forecasted increase in revenue of $141,784.

MARCH 2018
Marketing Consultant: Caden Wilding | Manager: Jeff Allan

Design/Dev Resources: Entire Dev Team

 “We are really happy with Disruptive Advertising 
and their professionalism and experience. We 
started to see wonderful success with the first 

series of tests. We are very happy with the results 
so we continue to use them month after month. 
Caden is wonderful to work with. I highly recom-

mend Disruptive Marketing.”

Dan Wilding
Head of Marketing & Sales | Wilding Wallbeds

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$141K
projected increase
in yearly revenue
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THE PROBLEM
The client was struggling to get the purchase volume they needed from 
Facebook at a scalable cost. 

THE SOLUTION
We created three new audience tests, including new targeted, remarketing, 
and lookalike audiences. 

THE RESULT
Within the first month, we were able to increase purchase volume on Facebook 
by 30% and decrease the cost per purchase by 50%, leading to an estimated 
101% increase in ROAS. 

JULY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Nikki Muncey

Manager: Colby Zimmerman | Sales: Adam Kaiser

 “Finally a company that can really follow 
through on their promises. Our sales have 
reached record heights and our costs have 

been lowered overall, including their agency 
fee. When it comes to PPC they know their 

stuff.  I highly recommend these guys.”

Ryan Anderson | Owner
Wasatch Window Well Covers

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

30% increase in
FB revenue

100% increase
in ROAS
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THE PROBLEM
Surety Bond Professionals were collecting plenty of leads, but they were very stale. 
They needed a way to improve lead quality ASAP!

THE SOLUTION
Put in place a highly detailed keyword strategy to filter out low quality leads, and 
focus our efforts on keywords that not only convert, but become actual sales.

THE RESULT
Surety Bond Professionals is a 3-year-old company, and have doubled their revenue 
year over year. They say that Disruptive Advertising has been a main component of 
their growth.

2018
Marketing Consultant: AJ de Lisle | Manager: Colby Zimmerman

Sales: Jace Ross | Design/Dev Resources: Allison Otting

 “I’ve been working with AJ at Disruptive Adver-
tising for 9 months or so. We’ve crafted and 
developed excellent PPC campaigns for our 

business and are seeing major improvements! 
We’ve been getting many new clients - much 
more than before working with Disruptive.”

Matthew Leskanic | Executive
Surety Bond Professionals

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

x2
Doubled revenue

year over year



�+165K
estimated annual
revenue increase

THE PROBLEM
The website had a lot of content on the homepage without an idea of how it was impacting 
their audience/conversions, the sales funnel was redundant in some places causing extra 
steps in the closing process, and the site contained several unnecessary exit points, especially 
on the cart page.

THE SOLUTION
- Existence Test #1: Tested variations that removed blocks of content on the homepage and 
tracked which variation succeeded in pushing the most site visitors through the funnel. 
- Existence Test #2: Tested variations of the product page by reducing the number of purchasing 
options while tracking which variation succeeded in flowing the most traffic through the cart, 
checkout, and order placed pages. 
- Implemented revenue tracking to capture dollar for dollar the impact test variations were having.
- Ran 4 more additional site tests based off an interwoven strategy of the learnings from the test 
before and general best practices.

THE RESULT
Month over month growth in the volume of total orders placed: 
 - Month immediately prior to Disruptive = 1,345 completed purchases
 - 1st month with Disruptive = 3,388 completed purchases
 - $6,348 revenue increase over a 2 week period

JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Chelsea Taylor | Manager: Chris Dayley & Colby Zimmerman
Sales: Daryl Klingman | Design/Dev Resources: Allion Otting, McKenzie Stanworth, 

Sarah Rodriguez, Stephanie Jelalian

 “"Thank you for all of this - it's 
insane how small changes are 

affecting our ROI.”

Beau Schmitt | Owner
Sunday Scaries

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
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THE PROBLEM
An established HVAC business wanted to start their business fresh with a new 
name and new reputation. They wanted to generate brand awarenes, new busi-
ness, and increase revenue in the Boston area.

THE SOLUTION
We created service specific search and call only campaigns, with service specific 
landing page experiences. We also set bid ajustments based on geographic location 
to ensure maximization of areas with low competition, and constrain spend in 
areas with high competition.

THE RESULT
Revenue increased from $32,797.87 in May to $77,071.27 in June. We moved 
from an 8.8x ROAS to a 11.8x Return.

JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Ashlynn Adair | Manager: Jeff Allan

Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: Manny Lopez, Chase Kemp

 “We just had the best month in 10 
years. I would definitely recommend 

using Disruptive Advertising for sure!!”

Chuck Laverty | Owner
RiteWay

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$43K
increase in revenue
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THE PROBLEM
The homepage three call-to-action buttons (for different services) link to separate 
pages with long laborious forms to complete.

THE SOLUTION
We replaced the three call-to-action buttons with a single short contact form. In 
addition to styling it to stand out, we updated the hero banner's background image 
to draw even more visual attention to the form. As expected, visitors were much 
more likely to complete a short form directly on the homepage than they were to 
click over to separate page(s) and fill out a longer form. Furthermore, the quick 
contact info allows RAdata to follow-up with potential clients and discuss their indi-
vidual situation, allowing for a more personal sales experience.
THE RESULT
An 89% lift in 'Contact Us' form completions equates to roughly 66 additional 
leads each month.

JUNE - JULY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Taylor Thomas & Jeff Allan

Manager: Colby Zimmerman | Sales: Greg Judd
Design/Dev Resources: Manny Lopez & Andrew Coggins

“Our conversions
just keep going up!”

Ashley Falco
Operations Manager

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL+66
additional leads a month
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THE PROBLEM
Custom Spray wanted to change their lawn care approach and branch out to a pest 
control market. However, they were having a hard time getting new pest control 
clients and were seeing a big bounce rate on their new home page.

THE SOLUTION
We made changes to their homepage to help address their bounce rate. We built 
new pest control campaigns with hyper relevant, bottom of the funnel keywords, 
and rearranged budgets and bids to reflect the new emphasis. 

THE RESULT
They saw their monthly lead quantity double. This increased business so much 
that they had to hire a new employee to handle all of the work.

MAY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Tyler Scofield | Manager: Glen Peterson

Sales: Jace Ross | Design/Dev Resources: Manny Lopez

 “Great company, increased sales with 
high quality leads. Definitely worth the 

money that will easily pay for itself. They 
have a great system that reduces my 

cost while increasing leads.”
Dan Warren | Owner
Custom Pest Control

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+96%
increase in monthly leads
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THE PROBLEM
They weren't getting enought cases coming in under $1,000 in cost.

THE SOLUTION
We implemented
• very focused keyword selection with specific match types.
• built the ads to be as local as possible.
• Built hyper local page for optimal conversion rate.

THE RESULT
Decreased cost per case to $600 which resulted in a 110.86% increase 
in revenue.

APRIL 2017 - JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Jeff Allan | Manager: Colby Zimmerman

Sales: Greg Judd | Design/Dev Resources: Manny Lopez

 “I liked their approach and they were realistic 
in their projections. Now that I have worked 

with them for several months, I am pleased to 
report that our Google PPC campaign is a 

success. Disruptive has a good understanding 
of online marketing and they have been 

responsive to our needs.”

VP of Marketing

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+111%
increase in ROI

from signed cases

A North Carolina Law Firm
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THE PROBLEM
Dax came to us looking for a way to grow his small business in a highly competitive 
area. He didn’t have a huge adwords budget to spend in a very expensive keyword 
market.

THE SOLUTION
We tested showing up in position 3 in Adwords as well as using specific ad copy that 
was geared towards immediate reviews of cases and spoke directly to potential 
client needs.

THE RESULT
Dax’s conversions doubled after tactics implemented and his cost/conversion 
dropped from $171 to $86. His actual close rate stayed the same, which resulted 
in twice as many cases! He increased his budget spend for the following month to 
further grow his business

MAY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Tyler Scofield | Manager: Glen Peterson

Sales: Jordan Allred | Design/Dev Resources: Manny Lopez

 “These guys are attentive to detail and 
always open to constructive criticism. 
I've worked with four SEO/PPC compa-
nies in the past and Disruptive has far 

surpassed all previous contenders. More 
importantly, they produce results that 

allow me to grow my business!”
Dax J. Miller | Founder

Dax J. Miller Law

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

2x
the amount of new clients
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THE PROBLEM
The Client was struggling to grow their online presence and increase online product 
sales through Google's channels. They were receiving inconsistent performance 
sometimes 1x sometimes 4x but never seeing real revenue growth.

THE SOLUTION
We built out a new shopping campaign structure that focused the budget on the 
highest internet users and increased bids on the top products all while incrementally 
testing for potential new products and capitalizing on those that found traction.

THE RESULT
Over time, we helped them grow revenue by 10x! All while improving ROAS 
from 4.14 to 5.42.

JUNE 2015 - MAY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Patrick Francom | Manager: Craig Wakefield

Sales: Daryl Klingaman | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez, Jon Furner

 “Working with Disruptive, we've seen a 

steady lift in our monthly revenue along 

with a great improvement in return on 

ad spend. We couldn't be happier.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

10x
Increased revenue by
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THE PROBLEM
The bounce rates on the "Watch Video" page were high despite being one of the 
most trafficked pages. There was no call to action to bring visitors to the main 
objective of purchasing.

THE SOLUTION
By adding more content that wasn't just a video, customers were drawn in and 
were given benefits of the product in multiple different ways. They had more 
beneficial information that drove them to the product page and to purchase.

THE RESULT
We saw a 31.4% increase in Conversion Rates and an increase of 11.6% in 
revenue per visitor which resulted in a monthly impact of $1,228.49.

JULY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Hannah Morrison | Manager: Cory McEwan

Sales: Jon Bennion | Dev Resources: Joe Broderick

 “The communication on our calls has been 

good, I really like working with people that 

return phone calls. Golfing is expensive 

and we can't afford to do this poorly.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL+31%
increase in conversion rates
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THE PROBLEM
When we first met with Shop Anatomical the problem was really clear, they were 
getting a low return on ad spend, 0.97 and spending money in many areas that 
were not generating a return.

THE SOLUTION
I went to work and started refining the current search and shopping campaigns to 
cut wasted ad spend, and activated new refined campaigns with more targeted 
keywords. I also quickly realized that there was something wrong with the shopping 
feed. After some research I discovered that the majority of their products were not 
in shopping. I fixed the error and we immediately started seeing results.

THE RESULT
After my optimizations, fixing the feed, and new campaigns were in action we 
hit 6.75 return on ad spend, and saw a 404% lift in revenue. 

MAY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Berrett Brady

Manager: Cory McEwan | Sales: Jace Ross

 “I really like you guys. We are still new 
to the relationship, but seeing some 

early results. The constant modification 
of strategy is very appreciated.”

Dan Handford | Owner
Shop Anatomical

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+404%
increase in revenue



�Grew leads from

452411
on average

THE PROBLEM
The client was managing PPC internally and struggling to make and maintain a 3x 
ROAS, and grow number of conversions. There was no focused strategy or budget. 
They tended to hover around a 1.7x.

THE SOLUTION
We helped them define their strategy, improved their account by eliminating 
waste and allocated budget to the campaigns with the quickest and highest 
potential for growth.

THE RESULT
We’re maintaining and growing at a 4x ROAS while growing their leads 10% 
from 411 to 452 (average).

OCTOBER 2016 - APRIL 2017
Marketing Consultant: Patrick Francom | Manager: Cory McEwan

Sales: Daryl Klingaman | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez, Jon Furner

 “They routinely go the extra mile to ensure 
we are exceeding our goals and have been 

very flexible when our strategy changes. We 
truly feel that Patrick, Berrett, and Disruptive 

are an extension of our marketing team as 
opposed to an outside agency. Their enthusi-

asm for our brand and its success is conta-
gious and they have provided valuable guid-
ance in helping us to understand the funda-

mentals of PPC advertising and how to 
manage a successful program.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

to
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THE PROBLEM
Findlay Roofing was working with an agency focused on increasing spend but 
not acutal performance. Disruptive was tasked with increasing overall revenue 
by increasing the number of leads coming in each month and reducing cost 
for those leads.

THE SOLUTION
We built a broad keyword structure that targeted anyone searching for roofing 
repairs or replacements. We continued to improve search traffic by excluding 
existing competitors and irrelevant terms.

THE RESULT
Disruptive helped Findlay Roofing incrementally increase the volume of qualified 
leads to get the company's biggest sales week they'd ever seen and reduce their 
Google Ads cpa by 31%.

OCTOBER 2017
Marketing Consultant: Patrick Francom | Manager: Cory McEwan
Sales: Daryl Klingaman | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez

 “Disruptive as been doing a great job for us 
and we’re excited about the results. We 

had a killer campaign strategy in place so 
that when some weather events happened 
in town - it was just the right mix to get us 

one of our best revenue-generating periods 
ever. This performance is unheard of in

the fall ‘down season’.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIALHelped company reach

$1.1M
in a record sales month
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THE PROBLEM
Black Clover needed to achieve a 3x return or above through Facebook ads, and 
wanted to strategically increase budget on areas that are performing at a that rate 
or higher to maximize revenue. 

THE SOLUTION
We set up two different Facebook campaign strategies based off the marketing 
funnel to maximize potential for growth and sales. The campaigns are set up to 
capture discovery audiences at the top of the funnel, middle of the funnel remar-
keting to existing audiences, and a unique video engagement campaign funnel to 
capture audiences that are reluctant to click outside of Facebook.

THE RESULT
After 2 months of running the campaigns and ads we achieved a 3.22x return on 
overall account performance and have increased the client's revenue by $160,338.

MAY - JULY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Jenae Frick

Manager: Cory McEwan | Sales: Daryl Klingaman

 “Great company- we have loved working 
with them. They're very up front about 

results and have always done what they said 
they would. We've had a lot of success with 

them. I highly recommend Disruptive for 
anyone looking for assistance with paid ads!”

Melisa Ghersi | Digital Marketing Director
Black Clover Hats

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$160K
revenue increase
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THE PROBLEM
Lack of conversion due to multiple calls to actions, large headers and menus that 
were difficult to navigate, unclear value propositions, and lack of attention to key 
conversion actions. Didn't know the conversion type that was most valuable to 
client's business.

THE SOLUTION
Tested the call to action that resonates best with users associated with that conver-
sion action. Tested the order in which the steps the user takes to complete that 
conversion action should be presented. Tested the color and placement of the calls 
to action on the page, as well as other visual elements to draw user attention to 
conversion actions.

THE RESULT
22.8% lift in site-wide conversion rates from May to June, 117.2% lift in paid search 
conversion rates from April to June. Maintained conversion quality.

APRIL - JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Derek Peterson | Manager: Brandt Whiting

Sales: Jace Ross | Design/Dev Resources: McKenzie Stanworth, 
Andrew Coggins, Stephanie Jellalian

"We've noticed that the results seem to 
show that people like less choices rather 

than more choices, which is good to know 
for our overall marketing game plan. We 
are excited to build these “wins” in the 

new web site so it can be converting 
higher from day one."

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+22.8%
lift in site-wide

conversion rates

A Medicare Help Agency
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THE PROBLEM
They were seeing decent results within their campaigns but wanted an increase 
in revenue (2% a month) and a better return on their ad spend.

THE SOLUTION
I spent a lot of time diving into search terms, and refining their shopping campaigns 
with negative keyword optimizations. I also restructured their shopping organization 
to better optimize our bid adjustments for each product.

THE RESULT
After the restructure and optimizations we saw a 153% lift in revenue and a 
121% increase in return on ad spend.

MAY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Berrett Brady | Manager: Cory McEwan

Sales: Jordan Allred

 “Great job! We have been noticing more 
new customers visiting our shop and have 

been receiving more phone calls to our 
office. We appreciate your hard work.”

Alex Fonseca | Marketing Manager
Audio Visual Direct

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+153%
increase in revenue
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THE PROBLEM
Visitors can choose to checkout or submit info to receive a quote. The language 
on the two buttons was confusing and we were losing customers.

THE SOLUTION
A multivariate test with 8 variations to find the optimal combination of language 
for each button was conducted. 

THE RESULT
45% lift in purchases. Additional $11,000 in revenue from winning variation 
while test was running.

MARCH - APRIL 2018
Marketing Consultant: Jamison Peterson | Manager: Craig Wakefield

Sales: Daryl Klingman 

 “Disruptive Advertising has been a dream to 
work with on our Website A/B Testing and 
Conversion Tuning. Their attentiveness to 
detail and caring about our success as a 

business has been outstanding.”

Jesse Freitas | Marketing Director
Sticker Giant

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+45%
lift in purchases
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THE PROBLEM
There was nothing on the homepage that explained the product offering or the 
benefits which we believe was affecting sales.

THE SOLUTION
An evaluation was made and it was decided to test different value props below the 
title on the homepage. Tests were designed and then implemented.

THE RESULT
In a two month period we saw a 18.6% lift in purchases.

MARCH - APRIL 2018
Marketing Consultant: Jamison Peterson | Manager: Craig Wakefield

Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: McKenzie Stanworth, Stephanie Jelalian

 “Great company! I have been using 
Disruptive for CRO (Conversion Rate 

Optimization) for around 5 months with 
very good results!”

Peter McMullin | President
Sibu

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+18.6%
lift in purchases
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THE PROBLEM
We needed to increase the number of visitors signing up to meet with a mentor. 
Our previous homepage tests had failed.

THE SOLUTION
After talking through all options, we decided to change the color scheme of 
the banner section to make the call to action stand out more.

THE RESULT
After finalizing the results, we saw an 18% lift in click through rate plus a 
32% lift in form fills.

MAY - JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Jamison Peterson | Manager: Craig Wakefield

Sales: Daryl Klingman | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez

 “Website testing has consistently 
increased click-through rates and form 
fills on our site. We love having data to 

back up our decisions as we recommend 
changes to upper management.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+18%
lift in click-through rate
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THE PROBLEM
Lift Credit was unable to generate a high volume of leads, and the leads that 
were being generated weren't closing at the rate they needed.

THE SOLUTION
Established an end-to-end tracking method that allowed us to allocate budget 
to high converting regions.

THE RESULT
Cost per lead remained the same, but cost per closed lead decreased by 68%.

JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Brandon Thurgood | Manager: Brad Hunt

Sales: Jon Bennion | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez

 “Through Disruptive's Focus on our cost 
per close and not just cost per lead, we 
decreased our Cost Per Closed Lead by 

68% in one month.”

Jason Perrenoud | COO

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL68%
decrease in cost
per closed lead
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THE PROBLEM
The users aren't the right information in the right order. Consequently, we're not 
seeing the conversion results we're looking for.

THE SOLUTION
We ran an existence test to help determine what information was vital and what 
wasn't. From those tests, we hypothesized on winning formats and reformatted the 
product pages to move information vital to completing a purchase above the fold.

THE RESULT
86.04% increase in revenue. $37,787.80 projected increase in revenue per month.

JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Tracy Adams | Manager: Jamison Peterson

Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez, Stephanie Jelalian

 “Disruptive Advertising is different than the 
other firms I have worked with. They have 

continually pushed the envelope for us. Trying 
new things each and every week to help us meet 
our goals, then help us redefine them and go out 

and meet them again. They haven't let up. Our 
onsite optimization keeps getting better.”

Bart Pair | COO
Crossover Symmetry

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$38K
projected increase in

monthly revenue
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THE PROBLEM
Kimble was running multiple campaigns across many channels without specific 
conversion tracking, including closed deal revenue. Their advertising channels also 
worked separately in a piece-meal type strategy with little flow or continuity.

THE SOLUTION
We segmented their audience into different intent levels, then aligned the offer 
with the level of intent. For example, a user who had never been introduced to 
Kimble's product first receives best practice guides and industry benchmarking 
tools and content. Those users are retargeted with product information and a free 
demo offer. This was combined with very specific conversion tracking to determine 
successful campaigns and efficient use of advertising budget.

THE RESULT
18X lead volume with an increase in spend and a 49.6% decrease in CPA.

APRIL - MAY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Derek Peterson | Manager: Brandt Whiting

Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: McKenzie Stanworth, Jon Furner, 
Richard Carey, Tracy Adams

 “We have been working with the Disruptive 
team for six months now, and the results have 

been fantastic. The number of leads has gone up 
significantly, cost per conversion has fallen 

considerably and keeps on falling. I appreciate 
their transparency, their creativity, and their 
focus on accurately tracking and measuring 
everything. I would recommend them to any 

business trying to drive better results through 
online advertising.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

18x
lead volume increase
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THE PROBLEM
Website leads were too expensive and weren't converting at an acceptable rate. 
Clicks were too expensive and ads featuring only one tractor at a time limited 
reach of other inventory.

THE SOLUTION
We are using a traffic campaign with a series of carousels that each features a 
unique piece of equipment with details in the text, as well as shows all current 
inventory. The ad copy includes a phone number to text or call and encourages 
commenting with questions or inquiries.

THE RESULT
$0 in revenue in May increased to $753,000 in revenue by August.

AUGUST 2018
Marketing Consultant: Jordan Degraw | Manager: Brad Hunt

Sales: Jordan Allred | Design/Dev Resources: Chase Kemp & Jon Furner

+753K
increase in revenue

 “They do a great job, 
great company!”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
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THE PROBLEM
The client had been using adwords in the past, but wasn't implementing the best 
practices that we know to be successful. The problems with the previous adwords 
structure included: poor keyword structure, overall poor Adwords structure, no 
dedicated landing page, poor ad copy

THE SOLUTION
We started from scratch with a better adwords structure and implemented the 
following to increase performance: set up account to Disruptive best practices, 
organized keywords into relevant adgroups, created a dedicated landing page, 
created new ad copy designed to speak to the pain points of the buyer persona, 
created a strong negative keyword list

THE RESULT
After implementing these changes, we went from getting 30-40 leads per month to 
getting around 200 leads per month for the same budget.

JULY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Daniel Harrison | Manager: Jeff Allan
Sales: Cory Beighley | Design/Dev Resources: Melissa Pelfrey

 “We have been working with Disruptive for 
only a short period of time, but man has it 

been night and day from the last people we 
worked with! They don’t just take your money 

and use the copy and paste method. Very 
knowledgeable and friendly. I would

definitely recommend this company.”
Matthew Reed | CEO

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

6x
increase in

lead volume



�

THE PROBLEM
Cost per lead was too high, and their margins where too thin for them.  They could 
not scale in any way and it was becoming a very serious problem for their viability.

THE SOLUTION
Pushed phone calls, SKAG, location specific campaign, targeted landing pages, and 
keyword tiering strategy.

THE RESULT
They began to keep track of the average revenue for each lead in November of 
2016.  They finished that month at 264k monthly revenue.  In July of 2018, that 
number eclipsed 549k in monthly revenue.  We have more than doubled their 
monthly revenue in the last year and half.   

JANUARY 2015 - AUGUST 2018
Marketing Consultant: Brandt Whiting & Lui Castro | Manager: Brandt Whiting

Sales: Jacob Baadsgaard | Design/Dev Resources: Allison Otting & Jon Furner

 “Our clicks per month have increased 
from 5,000 to over 20,000, we've 

reduced our costs of conversion from 
over $20 to under $10 in most markets, 
the average cost per click has dropped 

from about $6 to under $3, and the 
number of monthly conversions has 
gone up from 1,200 to over 5,000.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$285K
increase in

monthly revenue



�

THE PROBLEM
Fluctuating cost per signup on their highest volume channels, with a CPA floor that 
couldn't be broken.

THE SOLUTION
In Adwords, we found a more cost-effective way to target the same audience while 
expanding audience size. We were able to costs while still maintaining control over 
relevance with negative keywords. On Facebook, we trimmed audiences to fit spe-
cific personas (restaurant owners, church owners, small businesses etc.), created 
lookalikes of their current customer base, advertised to a narrowed retargeting 
audience, focused on the most valuable audiences, and tested different creative to 
resonate with those different personas.

THE RESULT
AdWords – 40.2% decrease in monthly CPA and 96.2% increase in monthly sign up 
volume with only a 35.8% increase in monthly ad spend. Facebook – 36% decrease 
in monthly CPA and 294.4% increase in monthly sign up volume.

JULY 2017 - FEBRUARY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Derek Peterson | Manager: Brandt Whiting

Sales: Jace Ross | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez

 “The signup volume increased at more than 
double the rate that the budget increased. 
Most users that convert to paid convert in 
about 24 hours. We were able to grow that 
bottom user base by 96% and over 200% on 
AdWords and Facebook respectively, which 

grew the paid user base significantly.”

Kristen Vanstrom

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+294%
increase in monthly signups



�

THE PROBLEM
Wasn't getting the return he was needing to increase his profits.

THE SOLUTION
Restructure of campaigns including removing campaigns and reallocationg 
budget. Paused many underperforming keywords. Decreased budget in high cost 
keywords. Moved budget to spend in areas that were of highest performance. 
Created test campaigns.

THE RESULT
Improved search campaigns in AdWords and increased ROAS from average of 9x to 
average of 15x. This resulted in just under $100k in profits from March to now. By 
spending an average of $1500 less a month in ad spend, we're still generating a 
return in profit.

APRIL - JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Kevin Lawrence

Manager: Brandt Whiting | Sales: Daryl Klingaman

 “I mean, just look at the numbers. It's 
going up. You can't debate it. Spend has 

gone down, ROAS has gone up. Am I 
happy? I'm happy. Absolutely. Google 

AdWords has always been good in that 
way, You've boosted the AdWords 
results. Results are really good.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL$100K
increase in profits

while decreasing ad spend
by $1,500 a month



�

THE PROBLEM
We took over the account from internal management and found bloated 
conversion numbers, low impression share, and high cost per conversion.

THE SOLUTION
We linked Analytics & Adwords to Call Tracking Metrics to get pertinent keywords 
for quality calls & eliminated high lead volume keywords that weren't converting 
into truck sales. We also tested bidding down on days of the week that had histori-
cally high goal completions from Analytics to move to our highest performing aver-
age position of 1.5.

THE RESULT
• Efficient keyword list that contributed to the bottom line, increasing lead quality
• High performing average position, increasing lead volume 
• Made room in our existing budget for increased relevant impression share
• Milea saw a bigger sales month July versus June
• Lead quality increased, allowing Milea sales team to close more sales

JULY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Christine Covey | Manager: Chad de Lisle

Sales: Jace Ross | Design/Dev Resources: McKenzie Stanworth

 “I was hesitant to go with Disruptive because my 
business (trucks) is very specialized and our 

consumers are local. I have been working with 
Christine and she really took the time to learn my 
business and put together a great plan. Our busi-
ness now has an extremely high impression share 
in our area. From there Christine had some great 
strategies to get our cost per conversion down! 

Thanks again Christine for all the help!”
Mike Sanfilippo

Director of Marketing & Sales

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+46%
increase in lead flow



�

THE PROBLEM
Google App Download campaign started with few downloads and a limited budget. 
We couldn't justify increasing adspend because the results were so poor.

THE SOLUTION
We front loaded the budget to simulate an increase in total adspend, creating iner-
tia for click through rates & app downloads.

THE RESULT
• 18x more app downloads in the next month 
• Interaction rate increased 180%
• Cost per download improved 94%
• TravelStorys used these stats to pitch more partner locations for thier app and 
launched 22 additional tours in July with 32 scheduled for August launch

MAY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Christine Covey

Manager: Chad de Lisle | Sales: Jace Ross

 “Our team was ecstatic to see the change in 
cost per download in such a short amount 

of time. As an app company, digital market-
ing is vital to our growth and to see how 
efficient, supportive, and dedicated the 

Disruptive team has been throughout our 
marketing campaigns really portrays their 

commitment to their client's success.”
Kaitlyn Osborne | Marketing Director

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

18x
more downloads



�

THE PROBLEM
Wanted to increase the effectiveness of advertising efforts and create a better 
UX for all website visitors.

THE SOLUTION
Running 5 conversion rate optimizations tests per month on key areas of the pur-
chase funnel to generate increased conversion rates, understand website usability 
for specific audiences, and ultimately increase revenue.

THE RESULT
The first 3 months of testing resulted in winning variants showing a $60k month 
over month potential increase in revenue when compared to what the site was 
generating when testing begun. Tests have been implemented on the site and will 
begin capitalizing on these results.

MAY - JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Derek Smith, Hannah Morrison | Manager: Cory McEwan

Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: Manny Lopez, Stephanie Jelelian, 
Jon Furner, Joe Broderick

 “The results are awesome and they 
really give us a better understand of 
our customers and how they interact 

with our website.”

Scott Gustavson 
President/Chairman

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$60K
increase in

monthly revenue
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THE PROBLEM
Most of the revenue was being generated by Facebook advertising, and wanted to 
find new customers not searching for branded terms within AdWords.

THE SOLUTION
We implemented some key bidding strategies to improve their return on ad spend, 
and created new campaigns to reach other channels that weren't currently being 
targeted - New shopping placements, Dynamic Remarketing, and YouTube.

THE RESULT
As we progressed the relationship we improved results month over month, to the 
point now comparing this year to date results with the previous 8 months, resulted 
in a 941.5% increase in revenue and a 148% improved return on ad spend.

JANUARY - AUGUST 2018
Marketing Consultant: Clayton Kordsiemon
Manager: Cory McEwan | Sales: Adam Kaiser

 “Achieved 8x ROAS with Clayton in the 
past 30 days, which is fantastic for our 

company! The performance has increased 
every month and is doing very well!”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+942%
increase in revenue

An eCommerce
Women’s Clothing Company 



�

THE PROBLEM
Through analysis, we could see that users were dropping out of the checkout pro-
cess due to distracting elements and decreasing checkout efficiency.

THE SOLUTION
We tested removing any unnecessary/distracting elements in the checkout process 
to allow users to focus on the main action of completing the checkout.

THE RESULT
We found that by removing all of the potentially distracting site navigation (top 
menu) content from the checkout process the result was a 5% lift in conversion 
rates, 3.5% lift in revenue per visitor and $59k potential monthly revenue impact.

JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Derek Smith

Manager: Cory McEwan  |  Sales: Adam Kaiser

 “These are really exciting results and 
learnings. I honestly wasn't expecting 

to see the results that we did!”

Director of
eCommerce & Marketing

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$60K
increase in

monthly revenue



�

THE PROBLEM
The client was not reaching conversion goals. 

THE SOLUTION
We used Display Advertising with specific targeting (topics layered with 
contextual and demographics) and ad copy.

THE RESULT
We acheived a 45% (986 to 1432) increase in total conversions (workshop 
purchases) quarter over quarter.

2014 - 2015
Marketing Consultant: Brandt Whiting & Lui Castro
Manager: Brandt Whiting  |  Sales: Jonathan Dane

 “When we first started the engagement, we 
had about 1,000 likes on social media and now 

boast over 8,000. They've also helped us 
expand our market from an exclusive audience 
in Texas to a national stage. Our click-through 

and engagement rates have increased substan-
tially, resulting in a higher conversion rate. 

Moreover, the cost-per-click has decreased.”
Maite Benitez

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+45%
increase in

total conversions



�

THE PROBLEM
The client experienced very low conversion rates and consequently were 
not receiving desired amount of leads each month.

THE SOLUTION
We used CRO, A/B testing ads, and a new landing page design with 
a call only CTA.

THE RESULT
We increased conversions by 499 in a 6 month period verses the previous 6 
months of working together while decreasing their average CPL from $69.37 
to $23.61.

2014
Marketing Consultant: Brandt Whiting & Lui Castro | Manager: Brandt Whiting

Sales: Jake Baddsgaard | Design/Dev Resources: Allison Otting & Sarah Rodriguez

 “Disruptive educated us on how PPC works and 
explained the strategies to make a very granu-
lated process. I feel like we are leveraging their 

knowledge to generate revenue. They are 
always watching and refining our account to 

make it better and better every week. Our cost 
per conversion is continually dropping and the 

amount of leads are increasing and that is 
exactly what we want.”
Brian Everill | Owner

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
Increased

conversions by

+499
in a six month period
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THE PROBLEM
The client needed more sign-ups at a cost per purchase under $20. 
Initial results were 36 purchases at a cost per purchase of $31

THE SOLUTION
We set up and shifted budget to a Facebook Traffic campaign to drive more 
traffic to website. Built out four lookalike audiences that we started showing 
ads to. We eliminated all conversion campaigns except one winner and ran an 
extremely targeted ad with a video and increased our Retargeting budget.

THE RESULT
Purchases increased to 87, with a cost per purchase of $14. This generated 
$2,818 in revenue and a 200% increase in ROAS.

AUGUST 2018
Marketing Consultant: Jordan Pace | Manager: Brad Hunt
Sales: Jace Ross | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez

 “Pleased with the improvements and 
growth made in August. The attrition 
rate on our Facebook ads was, in fact, 

lower than the organic attrition!”

Christine Carter | CEO & Owner

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+200%
increase in ROAS
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THE PROBLEM
The majority of visitors go to the recipe blog. This website is free for visitors and 
only generates revenue from ad placement. A significant purpose of the site is to 
generate leads for the menu plan site, which does generate revenue. They were 
getting very few visitors navigating from the recipe blog to the menu plan site. 

THE SOLUTION
1st: Generate more leads from the blog to the menu plan site
2nd: Optimize the menu plan site to generate more revenue

THE RESULT
Menu Plan Site had 2,508 more purchases a year (approx $69,360 more 
in revenue).

JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Lydia Ogles | Manager: Jenny Jordan

Sales: Daryl Klingaman

 “Learned valuable insights about not 
only how to increase purchases, but also 
how to increase email submissions, and 

increase average order value. ”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL$69K
increase in yearly revenue

Menu Plan Subscription Business
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THE PROBLEM
Needed an increase in the number of qualified leads coming in.

THE SOLUTION
We averaged 50-80+ cars more per month. I optimized the account extensively 
such as pushing budget to the correct devices, times of day, best performing 
keywords, etc. The call only campaign was the most prominent and cheapest.
I focused the CTA to 'call now' and removed friction points from 'form fills' 
which never led to sales.

THE RESULT
Averaged more than $10,500 in new sales by moving from an
average 190 to 250 cars per month.

APRIL - AUGUST 2018
Marketing Consultant: Kevin Lawrence

Manager: Brandt Whiting | Sales: Jace Ross

“We were bringing in 175-200 cars per 
month and today we are consistently 

bringing in around 250+ cars each 
month. Very exciting.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$10.5K
increase in monthly revenue

Car Allowance Rebate Company



�

THE PROBLEM
Transitioning from Kickstarter crowdfunding campaign to online Shopify sales 
profitably, with many items pre-order only and Import Tariffs drastically 
increasing product pricing.

THE SOLUTION
Using various layers of retargeting through Facebook and high-engaging video 
content, we were able to create a consistent funnel of acquisition,
consideration, and purchase intent buyers.

THE RESULT
8.5x ROI and 70,765.95 in revenue produced in the first two weeks of September.

SEPTEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Jordan DeGraw | Manager: Brad Hunt

Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: McKenzie Stanworth

 “In something like a month of
partnership, our daily online store visits 
have increased 2.5x. We'd like to open 

all the gates to every resource you have 
to offer. You guys are here to stay, as 

far as we're concerned.”

Dirt O'Callaghan | Executive VP

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$71K
increase in revenue

in TWO WEEKS
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THE PROBLEM
The client was struggling to acquire leads using online advertising and it 
was coming at a high cost: $188 CPL. 

THE SOLUTION
Using buyer persona research, Disruptive built a new search campaign structure 
that focused Brady Roofing on the keywords that people actually searched when 
looking for roofing services. Generally, targeting broader searches and adding 
appropriate negative keywords daily provided the needed lift in performance. 

THE RESULT
Over time, we helped them grow leads by 2.7x! All reducing cost per lead 
by $130 over time. 

SEPTEMBER 2015 - SEPTEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Patrick Francom | Manager: Cory McEwan

Sales: Daryl Klingaman | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez, Jon Furner

 “Disruptive has been able to push our cost per 
lead down by roughly $130 from the beginning. 
It has allowed me to grow my roofing business. 
I've used other mediums to boost my business 

through internet exposure over the past decade 
and have not found anyone I could trust more 

than Disruptive. They don't forget about us after 
they get their paycheck! I highly recommend 

Patrick and Disruptive advertising!!”
Dymon Brady | Owner

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
Increased leads by

2.5x
while decreasing

cost per lead by $130



�

THE PROBLEM
The banner section of the shop page highlighted one product, while other 
products featured below the fold weren't getting as much attention or sales. 
We believed this was affecting overall purchases.

THE SOLUTION
After exploring several options we chose to replace the one product featured 
in the banner section with value props.

THE RESULT
We experienced immediate success with a 13.2% lift in cart visits and a 
27% lift in purchases. 

APRIL - MAY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Jamison Peterson | Manager: Craig Wakefield

Sales: Daryl Klingaman | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez, Andrew Coggins

 “I don't know that I've ever had an external 
partner communicate so clearly with us before. 
And of course, this wouldn't be a 5 star review if 

the results weren't there! I can tell that the entire 
team cares about our brand and is invested in 
our success. And that means everything to us. 
Definitely recommend giving Disruptive a try!”

Ryan Cope | Co-Founder

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+27%
increase in purchases



�

THE PROBLEM
The quality of leads was poor.

THE SOLUTION
Better understanding which devices our target audience are using and what their 
biggest pain points are while using that to our advantage in our content (text ads). 
Mobile for the younger personas, desktop for the older personas. 

THE RESULT
429 more leads from the previous year at 72% of the cost. Reduced CPL 
from $291.83 to $213.85 while improving quality of leads.

2017
Marketing Consultant: Bandt Whiting, Lui Castro

Sales: Brandt Whiting | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez

“We've seen a difference 
working with you. Leads and 

intakes have improved.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL+429
more leads than

the previous year

An Adoption Agency
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THE PROBLEM
The mortgage industry is competitive and a low percentage of people 
visiting the website were applying to purchase or refinance a home. 

THE SOLUTION
Tested what type of hero image and content would connect best with 
visitors, then tested where the main CTA in the hero should link.  

THE RESULT
Through multiple tests, we identified what content and CTAs in the top 
fold connected best with visitors and motivated the greatest amount 
of visitors to submit a lead. 

JULY - AUGUST 2018
Marketing Consultant: Lydia Ogles | Manager: Jenny Jordan

Sales: Daryl Klingaman | Design/Dev Resources: Allison Otting, Stephanie Jelalian

 “I loved how fast and efficient they were 
to assist us in our projects. We are still in 

the process of working with them and 
are seeing some great results.

Thanks guys!”

Kristen Volker | Director of Marketing

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+5%
lift in yearly revenue
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THE PROBLEM
The cost per case was too high at $1,473 in March for a total of 10 cases; 
first month retainer revenue was $28,750. They had never run ads on Bing.

THE SOLUTION
We started running ads on Bing and optimized the campaigns over the 
next couple of months.

THE RESULT
We generated 17 cases, lowering the cost per case to $861 and increasing 
the first month retainer revenue to $47,000.

JULY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Ashlynn Adair | Manager: Jeff Allan

Sales: Jace Ross | Design/Dev Resources: Chase Kemp, Manny Lopez

 “Do your business a huge favor and give
Disruptive Advertising a call for your 

pay-per-click advertising needs. They're data 
driven, super organized and friendly to work 
with. Pay-per-click must be included in your 

marketing plan--let Disruptive Advertising take 
care of it for you. You won't be disappointed.”

Rob Dickson | Attorney

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+70%
increase in

monthly retainer
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THE PROBLEM
Mirza couldn't manage his adwords account, and was not operating at 
a profitable CPA. 

THE SOLUTION
We created very specific & tailored ads for each city and location they were 
targeting to. Helped them create new dynamic landing pages as well organizing 
their adwords so their able to see results more clearly..

THE RESULT
We saw a decrease in cost per lead by 50%, an increase in leads by 65%, and at 
least a 100% increase in revenue. Since that time he has quadrupled his budget 
and performance has held. 

SEPTEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Tyler Scofield

Manager: Glen Peterson, Colby Zimmerman | Sales: Jace Ross

 “Our cost of acquisition per lead used to be 
$300–$350, but it went down to about $150. We 
also get about 60-70 phone calls that come from 

advertising per month, but their biggest 
strength is the work they do behind the scenes 
to make us stand out. Some of the ads are so 
good that our competitors are calling us and 

asking how we're making it happen.”
Mirza Isakovic | President

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+100%
increase in revenue
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THE PROBLEM
• They did not have conversion tracking in place 
• All keywords were place in same ad group. (not organized)
• Running ads straight to home page.

THE SOLUTION
• Implemented conversion tracking for calls and forms
• Organized campaigns into SKAG
• Ran ads to a specialized landing page

THE RESULT
Revenue has doubled in less than a year.

AUGUST 2018
Marketing Consultant: Corbin White | Manager: Jeff Allan

Sales: Jace Ross | Design/Dev Resources: Chase Kemp

 “It's the ideal experience. They break 
down a complex system and make it 
understandable and manageable.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL2x
revenue in less

than a year

An Elderly Home
Care Business
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THE PROBLEM
A large portion of visitors were visiting high-intent pages such as the 
pricing page and the cart page without purchasing.

THE SOLUTION
By capturing the information of visitors on key pages of the website through 
popups (by offering a discount code) we were able to nurture them through an 
autoresponder series of 5 emails to bring visitors back to the website and purchase.

THE RESULT
$50,000 in additional revenue through capturing and nurturing bounced traffic 
through popups and email series. 

1,501 Email Captures | 40 Purchases | $50,000 Revenue | 2.7% Conversion Rate 
(462.5% lift to the website conversion rate).

JUNE - OCTOBER 2018
Marketing Consultants: Chad Holmes & Lydia Ogles

Manager: Jenny Jordan | Sales: Jace Ross 

 “Disruptive approached us to add Pop-ups 
to help capture some visitors that might be 

leaving the site. These have been great. They 
only popup when it looks as though some-

one is going to leave the site. It's helped 
capture emails of about 1/5th of bounced 

traffic, giving them a chance to really think 
about our service”

Dave Frazier | Founder

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+50K
increase in revenue
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THE PROBLEM
We were struggling to hit lead KPIs for Go Irish Tours while keeping the CPL 
within their desired range. This was causing revenue to stay the same while 
spend increased in the account.

THE SOLUTION
We created a Smart Display campaign that uses pay-per-conversion bidding.

THE RESULT
We generated 52% more leads and drove 4,000 additional users to their 
website at no additional cost to the client. 

JULY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Nikki Muncey

Manager: Colby Zimmerman

 “A pleasure to work with for the last 
year or so. Hits the targets we set! 

Colby & Nikki to be highly
recommended.”

Brian McEvilly
General Manager

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

2x
increase in revenue

without a budget increase
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THE PROBLEM
The sizing video wasn't being watched and the return/exchange rates 
were high due to sizing issues.

THE SOLUTION
Providing the customer with an easier way to size out their tires that 
doesn't require as much dedication as a video.

THE RESULT
We saw a 137.99% lift in conversion rates and a 227.59% lift in revenue per 
visitor which results in an estimated $17,905.60 monthly impact. Running 
the test provided $7,488.42 in realized revenue.

AUGUST 2018
Marketing Consultant: Hannah Morrison | Manager: Cory McEwan

Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: Melissa Pelfrey, Eric Ross

 “These guys know their stuff, we've 
seen awesome results so far. They're 

also a lot of fun to work with.
Great company.”

Ryan Cook | Owner

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL+7.5K
increase in revenue
in the first month
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A Medicare Help Agency

THE PROBLEM
The cost per lead (from fill) was anywhere from $150-170 which was 
unsustainable for their business model.

THE SOLUTION
Determined best time and location to target within each campaign (hour, day, & 
geographic testing). We also started keyword tiering system, which had great 
success. We also helped set up tracking for phone calls and set up a defensive 
campaign. All of which has significantly increased their lead volume.

THE RESULT
We were able to drop their cost per lead to under $80 in six months from the 
$150-170 they were averaging the previous year. While at the same time 
increasing their conversion rate by over 110%.

APRIL - OCTOBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Lui Castro

Manager: Brandt Whiting | Sales: Jace Ross

 “Disruptive has definitely helped us 
grow our business. We have more 

qualified leads over the last 6 months 
than we did the previous year, and a 

much cheaper cost.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL1/2
Cut cost per lead

in half
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Evangelical
Multi-Site Church

THE PROBLEM
Life.Church was opening a new campus in Springfield, MO and wanted to improve 
their digital strategy to increase awareness when compared to previous launches.

THE SOLUTION
We used Facebook and Google ads to generate awareness, get page likes, 
and create an email audience for the new location.

THE RESULT
We were able to generate over 300 contacts for the new location, which lead 
to a 75% increase in attendance at the new campus' first community meeting 
when compared to previous launches.

SEPTEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Nikki Muncey

Manager: Colby Zimmerman | Sales: Adam Kaiser

 “Disruptive Advertising has really helped us 
refine our strategy for how we market different 
campaigns. They've also helped us implement 
templates and processes so that we can effec-
tively set goals around each campaign. Overall, 

they've been great to work with and their report-
ing features are extremely helpful too!”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+75%
increase in attendance
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THE PROBLEM
The client was looking to increase lead volume during their slow season 
at a sustainable cost/lead. 

THE SOLUTION
We used shared budgets and automated bidding strategies to optimize spending 
in the account across similar campaigns and ensure that budget could be auto-
matically allocated to top performing campaigns.

THE RESULT
Using this strategy, we were able to generate a 23% increase in conversion 
volume at the same level of spend when compared to October 2017.

OCTOBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Nikki Muncey

Manager: Colby Zimmerman

 “My experience with Disruptive have been very 
positive. Our Consultant, Nikki, has been a 

wonderful partner. She's responsive, organized, 
extremely knowledgeable, and all-around 

pleasant to work with. [...] With the help of Nikki 
and Disruptive, PPC is one our most effective 
and successful marketing tactics. 5 out of 5 

stars. Would recommend!”
Kevin Fetterman

Marketing & Project Consultant

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+23%
increase in sales
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THE PROBLEM
Three Bird Nest wanted to be able to scale their growth as a company and a 
big part of that was figuring how to get a better return from Facebook.

THE SOLUTION
We implemented a conversions based strategy, stopped all boosted posts and 
repetitive audiences, and set up a conversion funnel to get more people to 
checkout and not just to the website. We also tested new ad types, audiences, 
and creative to find what performed best. 

THE RESULT
Increased ROAS by 70.80% in 1 month (2.85X to 4.87X return) which resulted 
in an 101% increase in revenue (from $156,874 to $315,481). 

SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Rachel Ricks | Manager: Craig Wakefield

Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: Chelsa Anderton

 “Prior to DA we didn't have a true strategy 
on ad spend as well as analytics to deter-
mine how our ads were doing. In a short 
amount of time, DA took over our FB ad 
budget and reduced it down by 25% and 

increased ROA’s significantly.”
Prem Chan | CEO

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+101%
increase in revenue

Women’s Apparel
& Accessories Company
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A Corporate
Recruiting Company

THE PROBLEM
We weren't getting results B2B on Facebook. We pivoted to B2C to recruit employee 
resumes and saw limited impressions to show in the country of Ireland.

THE SOLUTION
By restructuring our audiences according to job positions in industries Recruiters 
specializes in, narrowing by education level, we found an increase in quality of 
resumes submitted as well as a source of passive job seekers. Two placements 
occured after this pivot, creating enough revenue for the client to confirm
Facebook as a winning platform.

THE RESULT
207% increase in CV submission and $9000 generated in revenue

SEPTEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Christine Covey | Manager: Chad de Lisle

Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: Chase Kemp, Joe Broderick

 “Disruptive tested B2B for us but 
helped us find the real wins in B2C. 
Looking forward to expanding our 

platforms at the new year.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL+207%
increase in

resume submission
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THE PROBLEM
Very expensive cost per case, poor lead quality, zero conversion tracking, 
high amount of click fraud

THE SOLUTION
We separated and tested "personal injury" keywords VS "MVA" specific keywords, 
found and integrated a third party software to combat the click fraud, block abusive 
IP addresses, and automatically submit refunds to Google. Then we tested conver-
sions at different average positions and set an automated rule to adjust keyword 
bids accordingly. We also A/B tested landing pages to increase conversion rates.

THE RESULT
Scaled the Utah market from an average cost per case prior to working with us of 
$3,960 down to $1,957 and continue to trend down in cost, a quick increase of case 
volume so much that we had to pause campaigns in order for fulfillment to catch 
up. We detected 166 abusive IP addresses and recovered over $3,400 in invalid 
activity credit adjustments from Google.

JUNE - SEPTEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Colby Zimmerman, Jeff Allan & Chelsea Taele

Manager: Colby Zimmerman | Sales: Daryl Klingaman
Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez, Chase Kemp

 “First 5 months of the year we were hover-
ing around 330 cases; since then, we've 
averaged a net increase of 30 cases per 

month (June through September).  If that 
continues, we’ll get to over 600 cases 

around end of first quarter 2019.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+45%
increase in signed cases

A Utah Law Firm
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THE PROBLEM
Haven't had success with marketing in the past. Difficulty finding success in 
the areas of practice 

THE SOLUTION
We set up Google Ads to focus on a niche area of practice that they have seen great 
success with. By owning this niche, we were able to capture a majority of searches 
for their service and capitalize as one of very few providers.

THE RESULT
By focusing on a specific niche we were able to drastically increase lead volume. 
With Craig's 90% close rate, we increased revenue by $15,000 in first month of 
advertising and 10x return on ad spend and management fee.

AUGUST 2018
Marketing Consultant: Daniel Harrison | Manager: Jeff Allan
Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: Melissa Pelfrey

 “Top notch service and results!! We have a 
small law firm and the crew at Disruptive has 

had excellent communication. They always get 
back to us in a timely manner and have kept us 
on track with our marketing. Out of that small 
budget spent, we received at least $15,000 in 

revenue directly from their efforts. [...]”

Lisa Perry | Office Administrator

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

10x
increase in revenue
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THE PROBLEM
The client's initial landing page was not conversion optimized and only had a 
1.4% conversion rate. The page was not engaging and had several distractions.

THE SOLUTION
The landing page needed to focus on the conversion action and be very clear what 
the end user was supposed to do. To accomplish this, we designed an ultra-simple, 
hyper-focused landing page that had no other info on the page other than the 
option to download a coupon.

THE RESULT
The conversion rate for coupon downloads went from almost never converting to 
a 13.2% conversion rate! We have gone from getting a couple of conversions per 
month to over 100 coupon downloads.  

AUGUST 2018
Marketing Consultant: Caden Wilding | Manager: Colby Zimmerman, Jeff Allan

Sales: Jace Ross | Design/Dev Resources: Melissa Pelfrey

 “Disruptive has been a great partner! 
Our strategy calls and the execution that 

follows have been really incredible! 
Looking forward to continuing our work 

and expanding our strategies!”

Deric Garza | Director of Marketing

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+843%
increase in conversions
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THE PROBLEM
DM Fashion wanted to increase their company’s revenue and make social 
advertising a source of profit for their company. They were looking for a way 
to scale spend while staying profitable through Facebook advertising. 

THE SOLUTION
We used creative audiences that matched their buyer personas while 
running engaging videos and GIFs that highlighted the product.

THE RESULT
In the month of May sales on Facebook were $55,466, a 21.3x return on ad 
spend, which doubled their best month in the past year. Their online sales have 
increased week over week since Disruptive started their Facebook advertising.

MAY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Rachel Ricks | Manager: Craig Wakefield

Sales: Jordan Allred | Design/Dev Resources: McKenzie Stanworth

 “Within the first month our results were 
higher than expected and we are continu-
ing now our second month with Disruptive 
because the results have been incredible! 

The team is precise, honest, and are 
knowledgeable in their field.”

Chantelle Thomson | CEO

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$55K
revenue in one month
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THE PROBLEM
Crossover Symmetry was looking for someone who could scale their Facebook 
advertising and increase their revenue while maintaining profitability. They wanted 
a partner that could grow their current efforts in the United States so they would 
then be in a place where they could expand to Europe and Canada.

THE SOLUTION
We scaled their advertising efforts on Facebook by - Introducing Dynamic 
Retargeting - Writing Ad copy that gave the reader more details on the product 
- Researching their buyer personas and expanding them to include other appli-
cable athletes - Creating highly engaging ads and stacking the social proof
generated from these ads throughout all campaigns.

THE RESULT
After 3 months their monthly revenue from Facebook advertising increased by 
158% ($38,444.57 in January, $60,887.73 in April) Crossover Symmetry continues 
to scale their marketing efforts, has become a CRO client as well as expanding 
Facebook advertising into Europe and Canada.

APRIL 2018
Marketing Consultant: Rachel Ricks | Manager: Craig Wakefield

Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design Resources: McKenzie Stanworth

 “Disruptive Advertising has continually pushed
the envelope for us. Trying new things each and 

every week to help us meet our goals, then help us 
redefine them and go out and meet them again. 

They haven't let up. Our Facebook advertising 
continues to evolve with the changing landscape 
and our onsite optimization keeps getting better. 

We are very pleased with Disruptive.”
Bart Pair | COO

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+158%
increase in

monthly revenue
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MMA
Training Program
& TV Show

THE PROBLEM
Difficult time breaking into the US market; Ineffective conversion tracking; no way to measure true 
performance without pulling data from the backend; Disorganized audience and locaiton targeting; 
Weren't able to generate enough leads to successfully launch a location in the U.S. to run the 
training program

THE SOLUTION
Strategic audience testing that broke out their buyer personas into their appropriate segments- 
this allowed us to deliver more relevant ad copy per audience; Ran an engagement campaign 
separate from the lead gen campaigns to increase the social proof on ads, Shared the same ad in 
every situation possible to get the most out of it, Set up conversion tracking to track leads instead 
of website traffic, Transitioned from traffic campaigns to conversion campaigns and optimized 
for application form fills, Sent the traffic directly to the application form fill landing page rather 
than an information page a step before that was further up the funnel, Created several different 
ad copy variations: video, carousel, flat images, etc., Used a current event (McGregor vs Kahbib 
fight) as ad copy to generate some serious leads!

THE RESULT
The client was paying $400/Sale which was not a profitable point for them. They wanted to become 
profitable and at the same time scale from $40K/Month to be a million dollar per year company.- 
Successfully launched the W2W program in seven new U.S. cities; Produced 411 quality leads in a 4 
week period; Configured the conversion tracking with Facebook to transparently display how many 
leads were actually being generated per location/campaign/audience/ad copy etc. 

SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Chelsea Taele, Jordan Page

Manager: Brad Hunt, Colby Zimmerman | Sales: Jace Ross

 “From the first conversation with Chelsea and 
her team I knew I’d finally found a company that 

could offer Wimp 2 Warrior the service we 
needed and with very little notice they helped us 

successfully launch our training program into 
seven new U.S cities. I’m now looking forward to 
building a long term relationship with Disruptive 

for our continued expansion [...] and would 
highly recommend their services to anyone”
Richie Cranny | Founder & President

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

3x
results during launch
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THE PROBLEM
America's Best Franchises' previous agency wasn't bringing in a high amount 
of quality leads for Classic Rock Coffee.

THE SOLUTION
We divided campaigns by geolocation (U.S., Global, and Middle East countries), 
put more money behind ad sets that were bringing in high quality leads and 
turned off low performing ads

THE RESULT
An 806.25% increae in leads in two weeks (from 16 leads to 145 leads in 14-day 
comparison) and decreased cost per lead by 78.82% (from $10.34 to $2.15).

NOVEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Katie Rhoton

Manager: Brandon Thurgood | Sales: Adam Kaiser 

The results have been nothing short 
of amazing. In fact, in all our years of 

advertising, we have never seen a 
lower cost per lead. [...]A job more 

than well done!
Bill Bradley | Founder/CEO

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+806%
increase in leads
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THE PROBLEM
PPC lead quality was very inconsistent with seemingly no rhyme or reason. Tiger-
paw wasn't sure what part of the ad budget was being wasted on low quality leads 
and where to optimize for high quality leads within their advertising efforts.

THE SOLUTION
We implemented Urchin Tracking Module (UTM) parameters to track lead attribu-
tion. We were able to easily determine which high quality leads were coming from 
which platform, campaign, ad group, and keyword. 

THE RESULT
With the data in hand, we reallocated the budget toward keywords that had result-
ed in high quality leads. Comparing the last two months to the two months prior, 
lead volume increased 61% and 83% increase in opportunities in the sales funnel. 

OCTOBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Ashlynn Drake | Manager: Jeff Allan
Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: Allison Otting

 “What we like most is that Ashlynn consis-
tently anticipates our needs and next 

moves. This keeps our momentum strong 
and on course to meet our goals. She 

comes to each meeting fully prepared with 
the analytics we need to decide our next 
move and truly listens to our feedback”

Angie DiSalvo | Marketing Content Manager

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+83%
increase in sales

opportunities
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THE PROBLEM
Facebook ROAS was at 7.15 but the company monthly revenue goals 
required a better ROI. 

THE SOLUTION
We tested different combinations of dynamic product ads and remarketing 
ads and reduced ad waste overall.

THE RESULT
Increased monthly Facebook ROAS to 9.41.

JULY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Ashlynn Adair | Manager: Jeff Allan

Sales: Jace Ross | Design/Dev Resources: Chase Kemp, Manny Lopez

 “Amazing personal attention and 

account management. Highly recom-

mend their services.”

Christian Oggenfuss
Chief Educational Officer

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+73%
increase in Facebook revenue
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THE PROBLEM
The company migrated platforms and their ROAS dropped significantly.

THE SOLUTION
We created remarketing dynamic carousel ads and collection image ads with 
better targeting. We also tested audiences in all levels of the funnel.

THE RESULT
We increased sales on the Facebook platform by 112% while increasing purchase 
conversion value by 104%.

SEPTEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Britt Ellsworth

Manager: Glen Peterson | Sales: Rhett Norton

 “From September to October 2018, we 
were able to increase website purchases 
by 112% and increase purchase conver-

sion value by 104%.”

Reza Fakhrieh | CEO

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+112%
increase in

Facebook purchases

A Dance & Activewear
Company
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THE PROBLEM
Their adwords account was disorganized and didn't employ best practices for 
optimal results.

THE SOLUTION
We organized their account into focused campaigns and ad groups which allowed 
for simple optimizations. Implemented ad testing, landing page tests, and basic 
keyword optimization to achieve maximum results.

THE RESULT
Conversions rates doubled and resulted in twice as many leads and 
revenue overall.

JANUARY 2016  - NOVEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Jeff Allan, Daniel Harrison

Manager: Colby Zimmerman
Sales: Greg Judd | Design/Dev Resources: Manny Lopez, Andrew Coggins

 “Excellent service, awesome results, and 
get this: they actually work on your 

account. Worth the money.”

Ashley Falco
Operations Manager

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+100%
increase in revenue

year over year
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THE PROBLEM
[This] franchise needed an agency to help with marketing for individual franchise 
locations. Before Disruptive became part of the picture, they were not getting 
responsive service, costs per lead were high, and lead volume was low.

THE SOLUTION
We recreated the Facebook campaigns according to best practice, set up more 
effective tracking, and began regularly testing new and engaging ad copy.

THE RESULT
We've provided helpful data and service to Losomo so they can keep their clients 
happy, lead volume has improved 46%, moving lead cost has decreased 48% and 
junk removal lead cost has decreased 60%.

JUNE - NOVEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Erica West | Manager: Chad de Lisle

Sales: Daryl Klingaman

 “I. Just. Love. Disruptive! Working 
with Erica and Jacob is such a joy. 
They produce amazing results and 

are so helpful.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+46%
increase in sales

A Hauling &
Moving Company
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THE PROBLEM
Advertising costs were too high with too little return on investment. Several 
areas of the website caused high user anxiety, especially on the cart page.

THE SOLUTION
Increase ease of navigation straight to product pages and remove extra functional-
ity and features from the cart and checkout process.

THE RESULT
$27,538 increase in revenue over last year during the first 3 months of testing 
(48% increase in revenue during traditionally low-revenue months).

JULY - NOVEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Derek Peterson | Manager: Brandt Whiting

Design Resources: McKenzie Stanworth & Sarah Rodriguez
Dev Resources: Joe Broderick, Eric Ross, Stephanie Jellalian

 “From the site testing efforts we've seen 
an $11,000 increase in monthly revenue 

from last year. I was very happy with 
that number. I look forward to what 

results we come up with in
the next tests.”

Sean Corbello

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$110K
annual revenue increase
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THE PROBLEM
Cost/Lead was increasing, lead volume in all of their geographic areas was hard to 
maintain at a decent level, profitability was suffering.

THE SOLUTION
We developed a new nationwide landing page where leads could be routed to all of 
their counselors regardless of geographic location.  We then used Smart Bidding 
strategies (maximize conversions) to both increase lead volume and achieve all 
time low CPA's.

THE RESULT
Total lead volume increased 170% (from 782 to 2,113), cost/conv decreased 50% 
(from $122.92 to $62.33) and their ROI more than doubled (~7X this past month).

JANUARY - JULY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Kevin Manning | Manager: Brandt Whiting

Sales: Daryl Klingaman

 “So far, the updated campaigns have generat-
ed more leads and significantly improved ROI. 

Disruptive Advertising is a valuable partner, 
communicating responsively and adapting their 
approach to accommodate specific needs. They 

pay attention to feedback to ensure they
deliver on their promises.”

Lauren Nicholson | Marketing Manager

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+1,331
increase in leads

A College Admissions
Counseling Company
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A Software
Company

THE PROBLEM
Adobe acquired Magento and needed help promoting the acquisition and how it 
would affect their platform & new platform features. 

THE SOLUTION
We separated audiences into CXO/VP, Director & Manager positions to allow more 
targeted & personalized ad copy and continuously optimized account to drive more 
budget to top performing ads and paused poor performing ads.

THE RESULT
We beat the industry standard CTR and engagement rates by more than 300%. We 
also increased Adobe's CTR rates from 0.55% to 1.08% (an increase of 200%). We 
increase Adobe's engagement rate from 0.62% to 1.34% (an increase of 216%).

OCTOBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Kezlie Halversen & Katie Rhoton

Manager: Saunder Schroeder | Sales: Adam Kaiser, Saunder Schroeder

 “Thanks Disruptive Team. We have 

seen huge improvements over the 

past quarter – great work. Now we 

just keep going.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+216%
increase in

engagement rate
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THE PROBLEM
The retail business has been lucrative, but online store has been 
unprofitable for years.

THE SOLUTION
Social media ads with emphasis on Instagram, heavy retargeting, and CRO. 

THE RESULT
121% increase in online sales in 2018 vs. 2017. 45% of that revenue can be 
attributed to Social ads.

2018
Marketing Consultant: Derek Smith | Manager: Cory McEwan

Sales: Dary Klingaman | Design/Dev Resources: Melissa Pelfrey, Jon Furner

 “Disruptive has been absolutely great to 
work with! They bring great insights to 

the conversation, but also listen to what 
we want to accomplish. I truly feel that 
our goals are also their goals, and they 

are in it with us.”
Greg Taylor

eCommerce Marketing Manager

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+121%
increase in online sales
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THE PROBLEM
Previously, the informational page was confusing and had no call to 
action. They had a video present above the fold but were unsure if it 
was adding value or not.

THE SOLUTION
Created a more mobile friendly design and removed the video.
Created a cleaner desktop design that utilized the video. 

THE RESULT
We saw a 346.2% lift in conversion rates and a 666.7% lift in revenue per 
visitor which resulted in a monthly impact of $2,593.17 and $1,021.71
of realized revenue

OCTOBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Hannah Morrison

Manager: Cory McEwan, Craig Wakefield, Jamison Peterson
Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: McKenzie Stanworth, Andrew Coggins

 “These guys know their stuff, we've 
seen awesome results so far. They're 

also a lot of fun to work with.
Great company.”

Ryan Cook | Owner

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+346%
increase in

conversion rate
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THE PROBLEM
Screen real estate is very important on a mobile site as well as a clear visible call to 
action. The "Add To Cart" button was below the fold and out of the way which puts 
more steps between the user and purchasing.

THE SOLUTION
By providing users with an easier call to action in the form of an "Add To Cart" 
sticky button, we were able to reduce the work it took for customers to go from 
getting to a product page to actually completing their purchase.

THE RESULT
We saw a 23.9% lift in conversion rates, 21.3% lift in revenue per visitor, 
and a potential monthly impact of $24,484.

JUNE 2018
Marketing Consultant: Hannah Morrison

Manager: Cory McEwan  |  Sales: Daryl Klingman
Dev Resources: Stephanie Jelalian

+24%
lift in conversion rates

 “Great company- we have loved working 
with them. They're very up front about 

results and have always done what they said 
they would. We've had a lot of success with 

them. I highly recommend Disruptive for 
anyone looking for assistance with paid ads!”

Melisa Ghersi | Digital Marketing Director
Black Clover Hats

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
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A Discount
Jewelry Company

THE PROBLEM
A discount jewelry company wanted to improve the efficiency of their account by 
improving the return on ad spend from 4.37 to a minimum of 5.

THE SOLUTION
We wanted to remove areas of wasted spend that was not driving any sales. To do 
this we: Paused Campaigns, Ad Groups, and Keywords that were not converting. 
Decreased bids on products that were not generating profitable returns. Increased 
bids to on top performing products

THE RESULT
Applying the strategy improved ROAS to 6.63x and reduced total ad spend 
12.4 percent while increasing total revenue by 30.7 percent!

JANUARY - FEBRUARY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Clayton Kordsiemon

Manager: Cory McEwan | Sales: Jon

 “I've had a very positive experience with 
this agency. They are especially great at 
communication and understanding my 

needs. I think the key to any relationship is 
to communicate expectations well and then 
to meet those expectations. That has been 
my experience working with Disruptive.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+49%
increase in ROAS
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THE PROBLEM
The client has a lot of leads reported as conversions in the Google Ads interface, 
but most of them never convert. We wanted to optimize the accounts based on 
the highest quality leads that actually close.

THE SOLUTION
We pulled reports from Salesforce, and created pivot tables to identify the top 
closing keywords. We then restructured the keywords that had the best closed 
sales while comparing to Google's Ad Spend, and focused budget on these top 
keywords.

THE RESULT
ROAS increased by 36%, total deals increased by 15%, spend decreased by 16%, 
and total lifetime value increased by over $50,000.

SEPTEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Clayton Kordsiemon, Patrick Francom 

Manager: Cory McEwan | Sales: Jacob Baadsgaard

 “Their large and versatile team keeps the 
project on track, maximizing productivity 

by working on multiple goals at a time. 
They provide various resources to help 
establish a smooth process, while their 
expertise and customer service earned 

them favorable referrals.”

Kris Duckworth | VP of Technology

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
Total deals

increased by

+15%
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THE PROBLEM
They had run Facebook ads in the past with no results until we took it over.

THE SOLUTION
Launched a full funnel strategy testing multiple audiences, which allowed 
us to find new opportunities with high conversion potential.

THE RESULT
Increased revenue from $722 to $4,634 (641%).

SEPTEMBER - NOVEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Clayton Kordsiemon
Manager: Cory McEwan | Sales: Adam Kaiser

 “We've been using Disruptive for right 
around a year or so, and during that time, 

we have seen CPAs drop 70% while revenue 
climbed. Our account manager (Clayton) 

has been wonderful to work with.”

Eric Roy | Owner

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+641%
increase in monthly revenue
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THE PROBLEM
The default sort for catalog pages was set to Price: Low to High, and we 
were worried that money was being left on the table by not showing 
higher priced items first. 

THE SOLUTION
Tested different sorting options as the default.

THE RESULT
Every variation generated additional revenue. Sorting Price: High to Low 
increased conversion rates by 23%, revenue per visitor by 106% and the test 
generated $70k in additional revenue

OCTOBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Derek Smith | Manager: Cory McEwan

Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: Eric Ross

 “These results are pretty significant. 
The learnings here are really valuable 

for us.”

Shane Holland
Director of Commerce

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$70K
increase in revenue

in the first two weeks
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THE PROBLEM
iLash has a very loyal customer base, and a generous rewards program, 
but not a lot of users taking advantage.

THE SOLUTION
Create a popup on the site that features the rewards program and encourages 
users to sign up.

THE RESULT
The existence of the popup generated $8,896 in additional revenue over the 
2-week duration of the test, increased revenue per visitor by 21% and
conversion rates by 34.8%

SEPTEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Derek Smith

Manager: Cory McEwan | Sales: Daryl Klingaman
Design/Dev Resources: McKenzie Stanworth, Stephanie Jelalian

 “The folks at Disruptive Marketing have been 
excellent about organizing and planning 

strategies to help grow our company at the 
rate we are ready to support and are in our 

budget. Aaron and Derek are excellent at 
supporting our specific needs when it comes 
to our industry and customers. If you want to 

grow your business I would definitely
recommend this company!”
Casey Boswell | Owner

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$9K
in additional revenue
in the first two weeks
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THE PROBLEM
There was a drop off in users reaching product pages but not adding 
those products to their cart.

THE SOLUTION
Rearrange the Call To Action section of the product pages, add contrast to the 
area to draw attention to the desired action as well as simplify the product 
selection process.

THE RESULT
27% increase in users adding products to their cart, 32.3% increase in 
orders, test generated an additional $24,806.48 in revenue 

NOVEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Derek Smith | Manager: Jamison Peterson

Sales: Cory Beighley | Design/Dev Resources: McKenzie Stephanie Jelalian

 “The Disruptive Advertising team 
pays attention to detail and offers 

great advice.”

Owner

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL$24.8K
increase in

monthly revenue
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THE PROBLEM
AOV had dropped after optimizing the cart page.

THE SOLUTION
We implemented a sitewide Cart drawer instead of redirecting 
users to the cart page.

THE RESULT
20% increase in revenue per visitor, $1,509.64 more in revenue, 
5% increase in purchases, 13% lift in AOV.

AUGUST 2018
Marketing Consultant: Miguel Villalobos

Manager: Cory McEwan | Sales: Daryl Klingaman

 “Our PPC and CRO teams are extremely knowl-
edgeable and dedicated to helping our business 
succeed. They are constantly looking for ways to 

improve campaigns and our customers online 
shopping experience. Plus, they are amazing with 

communication. I have never felt uncertain or 
unaware of what work was being done. I would 

highly recommend Disruptive.”
Ryan Shaw | Operations Manager

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+18%
lift in revenue
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THE PROBLEM
iLash Store had tried very little social advertising, despite their target 
market being very present on social media.

THE SOLUTION
We created a comprehensive Facebook strategy that included dynamic 
remarketing, lookalike audiences, and ads that utilized the phenomenal 
reviews iLash Store had received.

THE RESULT
A Facebook strategy that drives over $50k in revenue each month 
at a 7x ROAS.

OCTOBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Aaron Nelson

Manager: Cory McEwan | Sales: Daryl Klingaman

7x
return on ad spend

 “The folks at Disruptive Marketing have been 
excellent about organizing and planning 

strategies to help grow our company at the 
rate we are ready to support and are in our 

budget. Aaron and Derek are excellent at 
supporting our specific needs when it comes 
to our industry and customers. If you want to 

grow your business I would definitely
recommend this company!”
Casey Boswell | Owner

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
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THE PROBLEM
Wade Auto wanted to increase their ecommerce presence, but initial 
returns from Google Ads were poor.

THE SOLUTION
Created a full funnel strategy which utilized retargeting and smart shopping 
campaigns, along with revamping search ads and bid strategies.

THE RESULT
A 150% increase in Revenue since we began working with them, and a 
177% increase in return on ad spend.

OCTOBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Aaron Nelson

Manager: Cory McEwan | Sales: Daryl Klingaman

+150%
increase in

Google Ads Revenue

 “Our PPC and CRO teams are extremely knowl-
edgeable and dedicated to helping our business 
succeed. They are constantly looking for ways to 

improve campaigns and our customers online 
shopping experience. Plus, they are amazing with 

communication. I have never felt uncertain or 
unaware of what work was being done. I would 

highly recommend Disruptive.”
Ryan Shaw | Operations Manager

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
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THE PROBLEM
The client lacked a channel to drive in high numbers of new users for their web-
site. Their brick and mortar stores are very profitable, however their online store 
was suffering. They needed a way to increase their traffic and conversion rate for 
their online store.

THE SOLUTION
We focused our effort and budget on engagement and acquisition audiences. We 
built out the retargeting section which is fueled by our acquisition campaigns. 

THE RESULT
Website users increased from 90,031 to 136,787 yearly visitors, and website 
conversion rate has increased from 1.98% to 2.49%

NOVEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Jared Sybrowsky | Manager: Brad Hunt
Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez

 “Disruptive Advertising was tasked with 
increasing sales through a combination of 

Facebook and Instagram ads. They drove the 
entire program from strategy, to creative 

production, to reporting. ROI is consistently 
four times the spend, and has reached as 

high as seven times.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+46.8K
increase in customers

An eCommerce
Women’s Clothing Company 
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THE PROBLEM
Monthly revenue was stagnant and ad performance had leveled off.

THE SOLUTION
We restructured the account to favor top-performing keywords and 
dedicated a budget for new keyword exploration. 

THE RESULT
Grew revenue from $72,000/Month to $120,000/month in the 
space of 5 months.

NOVEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Kolby Dayley | Manager: Jenny Jordan

Sales: Jace Ross | Design/Dev Resources: Allison Otting

 “Disruptive has been able to take my business 
to an entirely new level through impressive 

advertising strategies. They have been able to 
help my business scale at an incredible pace! I 
consider Disruptive part of my team and they 
are truly an invaluable resource to my brand.”

Hagar Elaziz | CEO

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+60%
increase in revenue
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A Band & Orchestra
Instrument Company

THE PROBLEM
The existing layout and styling of product info boxes wasn't highlighting the 
right information in the best way.

THE SOLUTION
By strategically reordering, reformating, and restyling, we increased visibility 
and comprehension to ultimately boost cart additions and conversions.

THE RESULT
$35,150 revenue lift during the test period (+17.9%), +6.1% conversion rate lift, 
+5.4% lift in cart additions, and an increase of $18 in average order value size.

JANUARY 2018
Marketing Consultant: Trevor Anderson, Taylor Thomas, Adam Haining

Sales: Jacob Baadsgaard | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez

 “They are our partner in testing, optimi-
zation, and CRO, so they've been super 
helpful in hundreds of different tests 
and projects and making our website 
better. Those learnings are leveraged 

across all our different channels.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+18%
lift in revenue



�

THE PROBLEM
Mobile visitors had several buttons and a value proposition at the top of the 
page were all competing for their attention. This made it difficult for users to 
know where to focus their attention. 

THE SOLUTION
We tested different combinations of CTA and content, and tested 
page functionality to identify what elements mattered to visitors and 
what elements should always be present on the mobile screen. 

THE RESULT
215% lift in revenue, an estimated additional $62,000 in 
purchases a month

NOVEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Lydia Ogles | Manager: Jenny Jordan

Sales: Jace Ross | Design/Dev Resources: Allison Otting

 “Disruptive has been able to help my business 
scale at an incredible pace, they have been able 
to take our website to new heights and cash in 

on lost revenue through CRO. I consider Disrup-
tive part of my team and they are truly an 

invaluable resource to my brand.”

Hagar Elaziz | CEO

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$62K
increase in

monthly purchases



�

THE PROBLEM
We saw results from our digital marketing efforts but the product we were 
advertising for wasnt performing well. The client needed a way to increase 
orders on their website and make their offering known to those in their 
market or those who could be utilizing their services who aren't. 

THE SOLUTION
We started running ads on Facebook, YouTube, display, and changed the prod-
uct for search the last week of September in order to drive more traffic to their 
website and build more awareness of their product offering. 

THE RESULT
We took monthly revenue from $3k in August to $8k in October by 
implementing new strategy. 

OCTOBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: CalDon Preece & Rachel Ricks

Manager: Brad Hunt & Craig Wakefield | Sales: Adam Kaiser
Design/Dev Resources: McKenzie Stanworth & Sarah Rodriguez

 “The only efforts to drive single transactions 
(handled through OrderGeomni.com still) are the 

digital marketing efforts. October results were 
124 transactions and $8,236 in revenue... seems 

there’s a pretty good case showing that we're 
starting to make an impact.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL$5K
increase in

monthly revenue

Geospatial Imaging, Database
& Analytics Company



�

Solar Panel
Installment

THE PROBLEM
The client was looking for a way to increase their lead volume at a price per lead 
that made sense. They were also looking for quality leads that would close into 
solar clients for them from Facebook as Facebook had delivered poor quality leads 
in the past. 

THE SOLUTION
Previous to using Disruptive, the client had done very little on Facebook and had 
only run Facebook lead ads. We introduced landing page lead ad, tested landing 
pages, audiences, ad types, and geographies to find the best quality leads at the 
best CPA. We also introduced a more through retargeting and lookalike strategy.

THE RESULT
Previously their highest lead volume on facebook was 276 leads a month. This last 
month we were able to produce 1174 leads. Due to the higher quality leads our 
strategy produced, we have been able to scale their facebook efforts and are now 
spending 3.85X than when we started with an average cost per lead that is 39% less 
than what they were doing previously. 

SEPTEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Rachel RIcks | Manager: Craig Wakefield

Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez

 “Over the past 6 months we have been 
able to increase our lead volume at a 

cost that makes sense to us. For the first 
time Facebook has become a viable and 

valuable source of leads for us.”

Marketing Director

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+898
increase in monthly leads



�

THE PROBLEM
The client was looking for a way to increase their lead volume and reach in the 
states that are the most profitable for them without having to increase
budgets to hit those goals. 

THE SOLUTION
We introduced facebook lead ads using a catalog of potential buildings that cus-
tomers could design as the creative that prospective buyers would see. We also 
tested a variety of audiences to find those with the best intent of purchasing a 
structure in states that made the most revenue. 

THE RESULT
Decreased overall monthly cost per lead by 81.59% and increased monthly lead 
volume by 1,898.23%. (170 leads a month vs 3397 a month now and $32.93 
average cost per lead vs $6.06 average CPL now). This is a 6.6X ROAS.

SEPTEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Rachel Ricks | Manager: Craig Wakefield

Sales: Adam Kaiser | Design/Dev Resources: McKenzie Stanworth

 “Over the past few months we have 
been able to increase our lead volume 

by implementing creative strategies that 
work best for the audiences and that 

have resulted in a better cost per lead.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+1,898%
increase in lead volume

A Metal Structure
Manufacturing Company



�

THE PROBLEM
Weren't getting positive results through Facebook advertising. Previous 
strategy was not producing a positive ROAS

THE SOLUTION
Implemented a more effective funnel which included multiple touch points and 
a built out retargeting strategy. We also launched some international campaigns 
that have impacted revenue positively.

THE RESULT
We increased revenue from $1,013 with a spend of $4,936 (0.21x ROAS) to 
over $54,000 of revenue with a spend of about $14,000 (3.9x ROAS) 

JANUARY - NOVEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Jordan Pace 

Manager: Brad Hunt | Sales: Jace Ross

 “I've been working with Disruptive for the last 
few months to optimize and expand my compa-
ny's Facebook advertising campaigns, and the 

results have been fantastic! Our return on spend 
has well-exceeded expectations, and communi-
cation has been great. There is nothing I would 

change with our working relationship and I
look forward to our continued success.”

Andrew Aversa | Owner

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

$53K
increase in revenue



�

THE PROBLEM
Lead growth was stagnant. The client really wanted to grow their small business 
services. The biggest issue we had was that the account wasn't organized well and 
it was difficult to drive a coordinated strategy.

THE SOLUTION
We developed a full funnel strategy with content developed for specific levels of 
the acquisition funnel.  High Funnel: Broad keywords  Mid Funnel: Services specific 
keywords/retargeting  Low Funnel: Branded search & Display Retargeting

THE RESULT
Increased Small Business Leads by 285%.

SEPTEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Court Iorg, CalDon Preece | Manager: Craig Wakefield

Sales: Jace Ross | Design/Dev Resources: Sarah Rodriguez

 “CalDon, Court and Rachel have been 
great help managing our accounts. They 

are always quick in response, knowl-
edgeable and extremely organized on all 

the items we worked on. Great team!”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL+285%
increase in

monthly revenue

A Career Transition
Management Company



�

THE PROBLEM
Not targeting right audience, wasting ad spend on none 
converting traffic.

THE SOLUTION
• Organized Adgroups into specific product categories
• Created new ad copy with hyper relevant messaging
• Took lower average position to increase conversion rates

THE RESULT
Leads increased 57% over a year

NOVEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Jeff Allan, Taylor Thomas, Corbin White 

Manager: Jeff Allan, Blake Larson, Chad De Lisle | Sales: Jacob Baadsgaard

 “Great team over at Disruptive! Jeff 
and Taylor are metrics-driven and 

always on the ball.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL+57%
increase in leads

A Performance Brake
Systems Company



�

An Electronics
Review & Product Site

THE PROBLEM
They were having trouble getting the right people to shop on their site 
and click over to affiliate sites to purchase.

THE SOLUTION
We adjusted audiences on Facebook to narrow by purchase behavior. We created 
custom intent audiences in Google to target people searching our products.

THE RESULT
After the restructure and optimizations we saw a 36% increase in site visitors 
taking the right action to click over to affiliate sites. Because of utilizing the right 
audiences on the display network, conversion rates increased by 78%. Narrowing 
audiences on Facebook by Facebook behavior brought more qualified traffic to 
the site resulting in cutting cost per lead by 65%

SEPTEMBER 2018
Marketing Consultant: Christine Covey | Manager: Chad de Lisle

Sales: Jordan Allred | Design/Dev Resources: Blake Warnick

 “They were having trouble getting the 
right people to shop on their site and 

click over to affiliate sites to purchase.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL+36%
increase in revenue



�

An Architectural 3D
Rendering Services Company

THE PROBLEM
Increased competition inflated CPCs and overall CPL. There was a lack of 
visibility into the true value of leads we were bringing to the business.

THE SOLUTION
We implemented an end-to-end revenue tracking system that gave us more
visibility into our overall conversion values, CLTV, and ROAS across all digital
channels. We noticed that phone calls had a much higher lead to close rate,
and a higher CLTV. We leveraged this insight to emphasize calls as our
primary lead form through our marketing efforts.

THE RESULT
Results: 41% increase in CLTV, 13% increase in ROAS, record breaking 
sales for the month of August

AUGUST 2018
Marketing Consultant: Shannon McKenzie | Manager: Chad de Lisle

Sales: Daryl Klingaman | Design/Dev Resources: Richard Carey & Stefan Kapetanovic

 “Their collaboration produced an uptick in 
high-quality leads, which speaks volumes of 

their level of knowledge. Disruptive Advertis-
ing also stands out with their team that’s easy 

to reach and communicate with. While they 
aren't the cheapest vendor, the ROI they 

produce is well worth it.”

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+41%
increase in customer

lifetime value



�

THE PROBLEM
The client was seeing stagnant growth, ads were not resonating with their brand, 
and it was unclear if they were showing to the right audience.

THE SOLUTION
We entered a head-to-head competition against their current agency to prove our 
tactics. We introduced a Facebook strategy that resonated better with their target 
market, and used an ads strategy that encourages converstions and not just clicks.
 • Ads on brand that resonated with their target audience.
 • Expanded audiences to match their ideal customers.
 • Reduce fatigue by splitting retargeting efforts. 

THE RESULT
Increased ROI from 2.6x to 6.2x. After producing these results they came to us with 
a new problem: They needed to re-make their 2018 revenue goals since between 
Facebook, Adwords, and CRO, we had blown their Q1 goals out of the water.

APRIL 2018
Marketing Consultant: Rachel Ricks | Manager: Craig Wakefield

Sales: Daryl Klingaman | Design/Dev Resources: McKenzie Stanworth

 “They quickly scaled what we were 
doing previously to increase our reve-

nue and help us reach a bigger audience 
size, increased our ad spend return, and 
have done everything more cost-effec-
tively than the agency we used before.”

Ryan Cope | Co-Founder

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

+295%
increase in

monthly revenue


